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In this short note we give a new proof of Proposition 4.8 in Lander’s book [2], which states 
that a self-orthogonal and reversible code is the zero-code. Our proof is much easier than the 
original one. 
In [2] Lander studied difference sets in an abelian group G using the notion of a 
group algebra KG over a field K. He associated with the difference set an ideal C 
in KG (in his terminology a G-code). C is called reversible, if it is fixed under the 
linear map a:KG+KG, gwg-‘, and self -orthogonal if C c C*, the orthogonal 
complement of C with respect o the usual scalar product (0 1 ). The following 
theorem is important for studying difference sets. It is, in Lander’s words, ‘the 
central tool.. . , which we can apply in numerous ituations’. Unfortunately the 
original proof is quite involved. We present a new proof which needs only the fact 
that GF(p)G is semi-simple if (p, ICI) = 1. This implies that every ideal C in 
GF(p)G has a unique idempotent generator i.e. C = (A), A2 = A E GF(p)G, 
see [ 11. This simple tool is already used successfully in [3, 41. 
Theorem. Let G be an abelian group and p a prime not dividing IG I. The only 
ideal C in GF(p)G which is self -orthogonal and reversible is the trivial one 
c = (0). 
Proof. Let A = z asg be the unique idempotent generator of C. Since C is 
reversible A (y E C. One easily checks that A” is also idempotent; since 
dim(A) =dim(A”) we have (A) = (A”) and thus A =A? Since C is self- 
orthogonal we have (A 1 Ag) = 0 for all g E G. But (A 1 Ag) = & a&ak/, = 
I2 k aka@k (since A = A “) which is the coefficient of g in A2 = A, so A = 0. Cl 
emark. The theorem and the proof are still correct if G is non-abelian and C is 
a two-sided ideal in GF(p)G. However, this generalisation has no interesting 
applications if we study ideals C generated by difference sets. 
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